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Abstract 

Strength and deformation microstructure of B2 Fe-39 and IS'%'cAl single crystals 
(composition given in atomic percent), which were fully annealed to remove frozen-in 
vacancies, have been investigated at temperatures between room temperature and 1073K. 
The hardness of as-homogenized Fe-48A1 is higher than that of as-homogenized Fe-39A1. 
while after additional annealing at 698K the hardness of Fe-48AI becomes lower than that of 
Fe-39A1. Fe-39A1 single crystals slowly cooled after homogenizing at a high temperature 
were deformed in compression as a function of temperature and crystal orientation. A peak 
of yield strength appears around OST, (Tm = melting temperature). The orientation 
dependence of the critical resolved shear stress does not obey Schmid's law even at mom 
temperature and is quite different from that of b.c.c. metals and B2 intermetallics at low 
temperatures. At the peak temperature slip transition from <I  1 I>-type to <OOl>-type is 
found to occur macroscopically and microscopically, while it is observed in TEM that some 
of the [ I 1  11 dislocations decompose into [I011 and [OIO] on the (TO]) plane below the peak 
temperature. The physical sources for the positive temperature dependence of yield stress of 
B2 FeAl are discussed based on the obtained results. 
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Introduction 

A strength anomaly in the intermediate temperature range has been observed in several 
intermetallic compounds since the 1950s and many attempts have been made to understand 
the mechanism of this anomaly. In iron aluminides it  has been well-known that DO3-type 
Fe3AI has the strength anomaly related to the D03-B2 phase transformation [ 11. On the other 
hand Baker and Gaydosh observed a small peak of yield slress in B2-type polycrystalline Fe- 
37A1-2Ni alloy [2]. Afterwards, Chang also found a peak in large-grained, directionally- 
solidified Fe-40AI [3]. Quite recently Yoshimi and Hanada have demonstrated the positive 
temperature dependence of yield stress in B2 Feal using Fe-48Al [4] as well as Fe-39Al [5] 
single crystals by eliminating frozen-in vacancies completely. 

The hardness and yield strength of B2 FeAl at room temperature are strongly affected by 
the cooling rate after annealing at high temperature [6-91. It has k e n  pointed out that the 
increase in hardness is associated with retained thermal vacancies [ IO ,  111. Vacancy 
concentration increases with increasing AI content [ 121. implying that the strength for a 
higher AI composition is affected by the retained vacancies more strongly than that for a 
lower one [4, 61. In addition it has been found that the strengthening due to the vacancies 
does not disappear on deformation at temperatures up to 773K independent of AI 
composition [13]. Therefore it is suggested that the strength anomaly in B2 FeAI. 
particularly for a high AI composition, has been obscured in previous studies, even in those 
using single crystals [14-161. 

The present authors have concentrated on understanding the yielding behavior in B2 FeAl 
as a function of temperature with particular attention given to the effect of heat treatment. 
The objective of this paper is to survey our results concerning the strength anomaly in 8 2  
FeAl mainly obtained from single crystals, but with some results obtained also from 
polycrystals. 

Effect of Heat Treatment on Hardness and Yield Strength 

Yoshimi et al. [4] have measured the change of hardness at room temperature as a 
function of annealing time at 698K using Fe-39 and 48A1 single crystals cooled at the rate of 
0.01 K.s-1 after annealing at 1373K for 48h (see fig. 1). The hardness of Fe-48Ai s t a m  to 
decrease rapidly as soon as the annealing begins, and then remains constant for time longer 
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Fig. 1. Hardness of Fe-39 and 48mol%AI single crystals as a function of annealing time 
at 698K. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of hardness with previous data [6, 171 as a function of A1 composition. 

than 120h. Beyond 120h the hardness of Fe-48A1 becomes lower than that of Fe-39AI. which 
is opposite to the A1 composition dependence of hardness in previous papers [6, 171. For 
comparison, the hardness values of Fe-39 and 48AI in the as furnace-cooled (closed circles) 
and low temperature annealed for 120h (open circles) conditions are plotted in fig. 2. along 
with data from previous papers (6, 171. In other B2 aluminides such as NiAl and CoAI 
hardness at room temperature shows a minimum value at the stoichiometric composition 
[ 171. Therefore, even though the data are sparse (2), our results suggest that FeAl shows the 
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of yield stress (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) 
of polycrystalline (a) Fe4OAI and (b) F e 4 A I .  Closed circles and squares correspond to 
YS and UTS of as-air-cooled specimens and open circles and squares correspond to those 
of vacancy-etiminared specimens. 
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same AI composition dependence of hardness as NiAl and CoAl if  specimens are fully 
annealed, 

The frozen-in vacancies increase yield strengh even at intermediate temperatures. Fig. 
3(a) and (b) show the temperature dependence of yield stress and ultimate tensile strengh of 
polycrystalline Fe-40 and 46A1 respectively, where tensile tests were carried out after pre- 
annealing at the test temperature for lh in a furnace attached to a tensile machine [13]. 
Closed circles indicate yield stresses of the specipens as-air-cooled after annealing at 1 123K 
and open circles indicate those annealed at 713K for 150h after air-cooling. In  Fe-40AI the 
yield stress of the specimen as-air-cooled is higher than 600MPa even at 573K and exhibits a 
strong negative temperature dependence. The yield stress of the specimens annealed at low- 
temperature is lower than that of as-air-cooled specimens (by one third) and an anomalous 
peak can be seen. For as-air-cooled Fe-46A1, since the specimens were fractured before 
yielding even at 673K. the yield stress could be measured only at 773K and above. I t  should 
be noted that for both AI compositions there are considerable differences in  yield stress at 
temperatures lower than 873K between the as-air-cooled and low-temperature annealed 
specimens. Since the peak temperature of yield stress lies around 873K as mentioned in the 
next section, a high concentration of the frozen-in vacancies obscures the anomalous yield 
stress peak in B2 FeAI. 
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Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of yield stress in compression mode for the orientations 
A, B and C. Closed symbols indicates that predominant slip direction is of 4 1 1>, and 
open symbols is of 4 0  1 >. 
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Two recent papers [ 18. 191 concerning the positive temperature dependence of yield 
stress in Fe-40 and 38AI polycrystals have pointed out that the yield strensth anomaly could 
be induced by the slip transition from <11 I >  direction at low temperature to cOOI> direction 
at high temperature [15. 16.201. 

Yoshimi and Hanada have confirmed the positive temperature dependence of yield stress 
using Fe-39AI single crystals [5].  As shown in fig. 4, yield stress of Fe-39x1 single crystals 
in compression exhibits a marked peak around OST,. where T, is the melting point of F- 
39A1 [21]. In addition, the peak temperature shows a slight dependence on crystal 
orientation, occuring at 873K for orientations A and B and at 823K for orientation C. The 
peak temperatures are in  good agreement with those reported by Baker and Gaydosh [2]. 
Chang [3] and Guo et ai. [ 191. but approximately 200K higher than that reported by Xiao and 
Baker [IS]. The peak stress exhibits a strong orientation dependence and is much higher for 
orientation C than for orientations A and B. From the two-surface trace analysis method it 
was found that operative slip systems are mainly ( i O l ) [ l I  I ]  below the peak temperature, 
whereas at the peak temperatures and above nom[ 1 1 I ]  slip operates predominantly. That is, 
our results show that the peak temperature corresponds to the macroscopic slip transition 
temperature independent of compression axes, indicating that the yield strength anomaly is 
closely associated with the slip transition. 

Fig. 5(b) shows the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) on (TOl)[l11] calculated from 
the data at room temperature, 573K and 773K in fig. 4 as a function of K, where x is the angle 
between the normal of the maximum shear stress plane Q and [Toll (see fig. 5(a)). As seen 
in fig. 5, CRSS is maximum at ~ ' 3 6 " .  while it is a minimum at xz-26" at 773K. which means 
that the orientation dependence of the CRSS does not obey Schmid's law. Even at room 
temperature the CRSS displays a similar tendency. Violation of Schmid's law at room 
temperature has been also found in FeAl previously [9,14], where the orientation dependence 
of CRSS at 77K [I41 is reversed in comparison with fig. 5(b). According to studies on the 
core structure of a <111> superlattice screw dislocation in the B2 structure using a computer 
simulation method [22, 231, the core of +a, < 11 1 > superpanid dislocations connected by 
an antiphase boundary (APB) splits into three (21 I} planes in a manner similar to that of a 
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Fig. 5. (a) The cqstallography of orientation definition on (001) stereoglaphic 
projection. x is the angle between the normal of the maximum shear stress plane, Q. and 
[IOI]. (b) Orientation dependence of CRSS at room temperature. 573K and 773K. 
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fa ,  c 11 1 > screw dislocation in b.c.c. metals. This core structure must be considered i n  
discussing the orientation dependence of the CRSS in intermetallics with the B?. structure at 
low temperatures, where the mobility of < I  11> superlattice screw dislocations is controlled 
by the Peierls potential. Indeed, the CRSS of near-stoichiometric FeAl shows a strong 
negative temperature dependence below room temperature [ 141. In addition the anisotropic 
coupling effect for a <I 1 I>  superlattice screw dislocation due to non-glide stresses reponed 
by Fu and Yo0 [24] must be also taken into account. Therefore, even at room temperature the 
CRSS of Fe-39Al can not be interpreted in terms of Peierls stress alone. 

Deformation Microstructure in TEM 

Ray et al. [25] observed a a,, c 111 > superlattice dislocation in B2-ordered iron 
aluminides under a weak beam condition and first revealed the superlattice dislocation 
dissociating into two fa ,  < 11 1 > superpartial dislocations connected by an APB. Later 
Crawford and Ray determined the APB energies from the width of the APB [26]. Umakoshi 
and Yamaguchi obtained direct evidence of the < I  11>-<001> slip transition from the 
dislocation substructure in single crystals deformed below and above the slip transition 
temperature [15]. Munroe and Baker observed <001> dislocations formed at room 
temperature by the reaction between two types of <111> dislocations [27]. However, there 
has been little information available to understand the yield strength anomaly in B2 FeAI. 

Fig. 6 shows a bright field electron micrograph on a (701) plane exhibiting a typical 

n 

Fig. 6. Typical dislocation substructure in a specimen wjich was compressed to about 2% 
strain at mom temperature and had a Schmid factor for (101)[111] slip of approximate 0.5. 
The thin foil plane is parallel to (101). the incident beam direction is close to normal to the 
foil and g=101. 
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dislocation substructure in a specimen which was compressed to 2 3b strain at room 
temperature and had a Schmid factor for (TO1)[1 I I ]  slip of approximately 0.5. The thin foil 
plane is parallel to (701) and the incident beam direction was approximately normal to the 
foil. By using conventional g-b=O invisibility criteria at various g vectors, i t  was found that 
all dislocations are of the < I  1 I x y p e .  This microstructure clearly indicates that there are two 
types of dislocations, Le. long and straight screw dislocations and long but wavy edges. 
Tilting experiments of the foil revealed that most of the edges form dipoles. Such dipole 
formation has been also found by other authors [9, 281. However, Crimp and Vedula [9] 

Fig. 8. Typical dislocation substructure in a specimen deformed at - 673K. The crystal 
orientation and the observation condition are the same as in fig. 6. 
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Fig. 9. Analysis of Burgers vector of non-[1 1 11 dislocations at various g vectors. 

mentioned that the deformation substructure in a slowly cooled Fe-39.2AI single crystal is 
characterized by substantial numbers of dislocation dipoles near the screw orientation. The 
reason for this discrepancy is not clear. 

Fig. 7 shows a weak beam micrograph of a pure screw dislocation in the same specimen 
as fig. 6. It is evident that the ao<l l  I >  superlaitice dislocation dissociates into two - 
+ao < 1 1  1 > superpartial dislocations connected by an APB and the superpartid spacing is 
approximately 3.4nm. This value is in good agreement with that of a screw dislocation 
reported by Crawford and Ray [26] and the calculated value of 3.2 nm by Fu and Yo0 [24]. 

Dislocation substructures change with increasing deformation temperature. Fig. 8 shows 
a bright field electron micrograph on the (io11 plane exhibiting a typical dislocation 
substructure in a specimen deformed at 673K, where the anomalous increase in yield stress is 
not significant. All of the dislocations are of < I  11> type. In contrast to the dislocation 
configurations in fig. 6. long and wavy near-edge dislocations forming dipoles are dominant 
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in fig. 8. Non-<lI I >  slip is observed in a specimen deformed at 813K \\hich is just below 
the peak temperature. Fig. 9 shows a series of bright field electron micrographs taken at 
various g vectors to determine Burgers vectors of non-<lll> type dislocations. The 
dislocations marked by x are in contrast when g=i21.  01 i and i i 0 ,  but out of contrast 
when g = i O i .  indicating that b=[010]. The dislocations marked by y are in contrast when 
g = i 2 i ,  011 and TOT, but out of contrast or in weak residual contrast nhen g=O?O and 
I 2 I ,  indicating that b=[101]. Other dislocations, e.g., marked a, are of [ I  1 I]. It should be 

noted that these dislocations are connected at junctions. These dislocation configurations 
indicate that a [ I  111 dislocation decomposes into a [OlOl and a [I011 dislocation. It is 
suggested that the decomposition of the < 1  I ]>-type dislocation plays an important role in the 
yield strength anomaly of B2 FeAI. 

-- 

# 

Discussion 

In the preceding section, some significant characteristics of the yield strength anomaly in 
B2 Fe-39Al were presented. Based on the results. we should consider the physical source(s) 
for the anomaly. The non-c l l I>  slip and the glide decomposition of <ll l>-type 
dislocations could be found around (but below) the peak temperature in our studies. This slip 
transition behavior is similar to that of J3-CuZn L29.301. Thus the yield strength anomaly of 
B2-structured intermetallics such as FeAl and P-CuZn is closely associated with the slip 
transition. The peak stress and temperature of FeAI and p-CuZn may be explained by the 
theory proposed by Thornton et al. [31] in that the active slip vector of <I 1 I >  gradually 
disappears avabove the peak temperature, if experiments on microplastic yielding exhibit no 
yield strength anomaly in B2 FeAI. Even if this is the case. whether the <11 I>-type 
dislocation source(s) are exhausted, or whether the decomposition of 4 1 I> is enhanced with 
increasing temperature is not clear at present. Also not clear is whether the decomposition of 
< I l l >  is the primary source for <010> dislocations, or whether there is an independent 
source mechanism for <010> slip dislocations. 

As for the issue of limited mobility, some kind of temperature dependent barriers against 
the motion of <I 1 I> screw dislocations are needed to cause the yield strength anomaly. The 
cross slip pinning (CSP) mechanism is not applicable because of the lack of driving forces, 
Le., the APB energy is much higher for the (311) plane than for the (TO]) plane [24. 321. 
and the torque term of elastic interaction force between the superpartial pair is zero on these 
two planes [33]. As another possible mechanism, we can think of the APB dragging 
mechanism originally proposed for p-CuZn by Brown [34]. Since the thermal vacancy 
concentration in B2 FeAl increases dramatically above 973K, e.g., 1 .Ox1 0-3- 10-2 around 
1173K [35], it could be presumed that the long range order parameter, S, is lower than 1 even 
at 0.5 Tm. In addition the (701) APB energy for Fe-39AI at elevated temperature is expected 
to be much lower than the 300 d / m 2  calculated for FeAl at 0 K [24]. Thus the APB 
dragging mechanism seems rather attractive for this case. However, the fact that 
decomposition is favored over dissociation is against this mechanism, because for lower APB 
energy dissociation should be more favored over decomposition. 

The elastic anisotropy of Fe-40AI at room temperature is very high. A=2C4J(ClI- 
Cp)=4.21 [36],  as compared to A=2.06 for FeAl at 0 K [24]. Using the line tension criterion. 
T=E+E" >o, the angular range of instability at room temperature for seven slip systems is 
computed (see Table I) ,  where the orientation angle is measured with respect to the direction 
of Burgers vector. The [OIO] dislocation lying in the (TOl) plane is unstable (TcO) at both 
screw (1$=0'+14*) and edge ($=90'h7') orientations. This means that o w  these angular 
ranges of the glide loop the dislocation line segments should bend sharply to a kink or a hair- 
pin shape configuration. The ( iOl) [ l11]  glide dislocation loop should be unstable at the 
mixed orientation over 1$=38'-57'. Sharply bent configurations in our TEM observations 
(e.g.. in fig. 9) are consistent with the intrinsic elastic instability of dislocations in anisotropic 
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Table I. Instability Range for a-Fe and Fe-40mo19AI at room temperature 

Slip 
plane b Angular 

ranges, Q 

Fe-40Al 

A 4 . 2  1 
B=3.83 
v 3 . 4  1 

(21 1 )  

O'f15' 
3638'. 90'fJ'. I-d1'+8' 

90 '5 '  
Stable 

a-Fe (1 10) [O 101 0'58' 

A=2.35 
B=3.46 
v 3 . 3 4  

(0 10) [0011 0-B. 

Other five systems are stable 

. t  

. -  

I 

I$ is measured from the direction of Burgers vector, b. 

A= 2C4d(C1&12). B= (C, 1+2C12)/C44. and v is Poison's ratio. 

crystals [37]. As was mentioned in the earlier paper [38], the interaction force between [OIO] 
and [I011 dislocations is repulsive over the orientation range of @=54.7'-144.7' (see fig.5 in 
ref. [38]). The necessary conditions for the [OIO] glide source resulting from decomposition 
of a,[ll I] dislocation were given with the aid of fig. 6(b) of ref. [38], where the [ 1 1 I ]  
dislocation at I$=54.7' acts as an anchoring point for the [OlO] loop expansion. This 
orientation is within the unstable range of elastic line tension, which indicates that the 
anchoring effect of [ I  1 1 1  dislocation at the triple point (see fig. 6(d) of ref. [38]) is 
pronounced due to the formation of a cusp. Since a certain magnitude of RSS is necessary in 
order to straighten out the geometrical asperity along the dislocation line, temperature 
dependence of the line tension instability is of obvious interest. Unfortunately, there are no 
elastic constants data for B2 FeAl above room temperature, as far as the authors are aware. 

Summarv 

The authors demonstrate that frozen-in vacancies affect the mechanical properties of B2 
FeAl not only at room temperature but also at intermediate temperatures so strongly that we 
have to pay attention to the influence of the vacancies when we consider the positive 
temperature dependence of yield stress of this aluminide. Some important characteristics of 
the yield strength anomaly of this aluminide are shown in this paper : i) the strength anomaly 
is closely associated with the slip transition. ii) the orientation dependence of CRSS does not 
obey Schmid's law even at room room temperature and also is quite different from that of 
b.c.c. metals and B2 intermetallics at low temperatures. iii) 4 1  I>-type dislocations 
decompose into < l o b  and <oOl>-type dislocations around, but below, the peak temperature. 
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The authors intend to carry out further experiments using single crystals with special 
attention to the influence of frozen-in vacancies in order to accumulate more basic data 
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